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1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

1.1 SCOPE OF THE DUTY HANDBOOK 

This Handbook describes the roles of The Officer of the Day (OOD) and The Assistant Officers of the Day 

(AODs) at Dorchester Sailing Club. It sets out the responsibilities of the OOD, the resources available to the 

OOD and AODs in performing their duties. It also sets out the scope of the OOD’s authority, whilst on duty, 

over all Club activities. 

The primary goal of the OOD is to ensure the safe running of all the Clubs operations during his/her period of 

duty with the aid of the AODs, some of whom form the Safety Boat crew. 

1.2 THE PURPOSE OF DORCHESTER SAILING CLUB 

The Dorchester Sailing Club is run by its members for its members and their guests. The major goals of 

the Club are: 

 To provide a safe and pleasant environment for its members in which they can enjoy the facilities of 

the Club be it sailing or just being beside Dorchester Lagoon and enjoying the location. 

 To facilitate sailing in its many forms both formal and informal 

 To organise sailing boat racing for its members and their guests. 

 To provide sail training for the members and their children as befits the requirements of the 

members. 

The General Committee, and its subcommittees, particularly the Sailing Committee, over-see the day-to-day 

running of the Club with the help of its members. 

1.3 GENERAL SCOPE OF THE OOD RESPONSIBILITIES 

In general, the OOD is a senior and experienced member of the Club’s membership. Each member, in 

becoming a member of the Club, agrees to act as either OOD or as one of the OOD’s assistants (Assistant 

Officer of the Day, AOD).  Each member is requested to perform their duty once or twice a year as part of 

their contribution to the running of the Club. On other days they can then benefit from others taking 

responsibility.  

There is no specific qualification to be suitably trained to be an OOD. Dorchester Sailing Club aims to run 

OOD briefing sessions periodically. It is hoped that this manual provides the basic information. 

The general scope of the OOD’s responsibilities during their duty period are: 

 All use of Dorchester Lagoon, including: 

o Racing 

o Recreational sailing 
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o Any other use of the water 

o Safety cover 

 Interaction of racing and recreational sailing with any training events or other activities. 

 The general safety of members both on and off shore, for example ensuring all people on or near the 

water are wearing buoyancy aids 

 The security and tidiness of Club property – boats, site and buildings. 

 Some small domestic arrangements.  

It is a reasonable idea to consider the OOD the person in charge of the Club and all its activities during the 

day. 

1.4 OOD/AOD INSURANCE COVER 

The Club has taken out full third party insurance cover for OOD and AODs in performing these during 

provide they act responsibly and within their levels of experience and expertise. 

1.5 DECISION MAKING 

The OOD is responsible for all decisions related to the above.  If there are any situations in which the OOD 

does not feel competent to make a decision they should seek the advice from the Commodore, any Flag 

Officer or suitable General Committee member and agree a course of action. 
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2 BEING AN OOD OR AOD 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this section the details of OOD and AOD duties are described in relation to the main key points of the 

duty.  

2.2 DURATION OF THE DUTY DAY 

As mentioned above, the OOD is responsible for all actives at the Club for the day of duty, including two key 

responsibilities: to organise the day’s racing programme; and to support leisure sailing. The times of the races 

are shown in the Sailing Programme and the procedures for planning, starting and finishing races are given in 

detail below. 

The OOD and AODs should consider that the duration of their duties is as follows: 

 Winter (The Icebreaker Series) – 10.30 to 15.00 

 Spring/Summer/Autumn – 10.30 to 17.00 until 31 October (when BST changes to GMT) 

then 15.00 until 31 December 

The close of OOD and AOD cover, and consequently safety boat cover, can be varied by the OOD according 

to the needs of the members.  If there is no one sailing, or about to sail, 30 minutes after the end of the 

last race, (i.e. 13:00 during the Icebreaker Series and 15:00 at other times), then the OOD can make the 

decision to end OOD and AOD duties for the day. In addition, the OOD can release some AODs if a full 

complement is not needed to run the required activities. For example, if there are 2 boats leisure sailing, the 

OOD may decide it is sufficient to retain just him/herself and a safety boat driver. S/he should bear in mind the 

need for completing the day’s activities, including pulling the safety boat up the ramp, which requires several 

people (which could include people sailing). The OOD should make a final check and inform any members still 

at the club that cover is ending. 

2.3 BEFORE THE DAY 

The OOD duty really starts with ensuring that you and your AODs are available on the day of your duty.  The 

duty roster is available on Dutyman http://www.dutyman.biz/dmmain.aspx?id=D0001862, which automatically 

sends E-mails to those on duty. The Sailing Committee will have notified anyone without an E-mail address.  

A few things to do before your duty. 

 It is very important that the OOD checks the duty roster and brings a list of AODs and their 

telephone numbers to the club, plus the telephone number of the Commodore or other flag officers. 

A copy of the roster will also be available on the Club notice board. All AODs should have ticked 

the box next to their names on DutyMan to signify they have noted the duty and agree to attend. 

 Note the events that will be taking place at the Club during your duty: recreational sailing, race series, 

training events etc…Details should be available on the Club’s programme and the Club’s 

web site. 

http://www.dutyman.biz/dmmain.aspx?id=D0001862
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 Make sure you are understand your responsibilities and are happy with all its aspects – shore side as 

well as on the water.  If you have any concerns you should contact any Flag Officer or 

General Committee Member. 

 Ensure you know who are qualified in First Aid at the Club and you know where the emergency 

telephone and First Aid Box are situated. A list is displayed near the First Aid and the 

emergency telephone. 

 Up to date Duty Rota, list of Flag Officers, General Committee members, First Aiders must be on 

display at the Club and on the Web site. 

2.4 ON THE DAY OF YOUR DUTY 

Make adequate preparation for a duty period. Simple things like arriving in good time – being at the club at 

least an hour and a half before the first race would be a good rule of thumb. There is much to do to ensure 

the Club has a well organised day.  

Check that you have the combinations for the main gate, club house, compound and boat shed. 

Make sure that personal equipment (wet clothing, buoyancy aids, etc) are ready for use. If you are in a safety 

boat you might need to go in the water! 

Obtain a local weather forecast and make a decision whether it’s ‘safe to sail’ and that your AODs will be able 

to cope with prevailing conditions. In case of severe weather, such as snow or ice, it may best to contact the 

Commodore or other Flag Officers to check that the lake is open.  

2.5 PURCHASE MILK FOR THE GALLEY 

The Club provides limited stocks of sweets, tea, coffee and other soft drinks. Tea and coffee often require 

milk. So on the day, the OOD should bring to the Club a 2 pint container of semi-skimmed milk. The 

cost of this can be recovered from the petty cash box. 

2.6 ON ARRIVAL – LOCKS AND FLAGS 

Open the main gate, club house, compound and the boat shed.  

Raise the Red Ensign and Club flag on the pole in front of the club house to signify the club is active. 

Check who is on site, including AODs, safety boat drivers, first aid officers and flag officers. 

Check over the site for general problems, such as broken glass or damaged buildings. 

2.7 PREPARE EQUIPMENT 

Ensure that club equipment is ready for use. Some of this may well be in operation` already – for example, the 

safety boats might be in use for a training event. 
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 First Aid kit. Check that you know where 

it is kept 

 Stop watch 

 Binoculars (optional) 

 Appropriate signal flags 

 Air horn 

 Signing on sheets 

 Race Record Sheets 

 Calculator 

 Protest forms 

 Radios. These may need recharging 

 

 

2.8 ASSIGN DUTIES 

Decide on duties for the various AODs. These are likely to include: 

 Helping racing crews to register for the race 

 Recording the race laps and times 

 Checking for visitors or members looking for information 

 Helping in the safety boats 

 Working the race flags 

 Beach Marshall – helping racing crews get away from the beach/recovering launching trolleys 

(particularly on a ‘busy’ day) 

2.9 SAFETY BOATS 

The duty roster should include at least one safety boat driver. S/he must have at least a level 2 RYA power 

boat qualification. However, a specific safety boat qualification is not required. 

On windy days it may be appropriate to have two safety boats on duty. However, there may be only one 

safety boat driver assigned to duty. If required, the OOD would need to find a suitably qualified member on 

site and ask them to do a safety boat duty. 

The OOD should work with the safety boat driver and AODs to 

 Launch the boat(s)  

 Check fuel and engines are in full working order 

 Load First aid boxes 

 Deploy one radio per boat 

Advise safety boat skippers that (especially during multiple capsizes) we rescue sailors and leave the boats. 

Helping to right capsized boats or return boats to shore must never take precedent over rescues. Once a 

sailor has been rescued or declares s/he is safe, then priority is to survey the lake for other boats in difficulty. 
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The safety boat must attend every capsize to ensure the sailor(s) are seen to be safe. There may be a need to 

prioritise multiple rescues. 

When a boat capsizes and the sailor is seen to be safe, ask the sailor if s/he requires assistance. The sailor may 

wish to self rescue and continue racing (if help is given by the safety boat, the sailor may be disqualified). 

The safety boat is not for recreational use. Only those with specific tasks related to safety cover should be on 

board. For example, children of the safety boat driver should not be taken on board unless they are needed to 

provide additional help with rescues. 

3 PREPARING FOR A RACE 

3.1 PREPARE THE RACE PROGRAMME 

The OOD is responsible for deciding on the race programme for the day. The normal programme is to run 

two races in the morning during the winter series and one additional race in the afternoon during the rest of 

the year (Spring/Summer/Autumn).  

The two morning races should be run back to back with each race lasting around 35 minutes. This will mean 

that the lead boat may cross the finish line after about 30 minutes, whilst the slower boats may take 40 

minutes. The afternoon race may be of longer duration, e.g. 45 minutes or 1 hour. 

Display the race programme course on the board, at least 20 minutes before the start of the race. 

3.2 PREPARE THE RACE COURSE 

Set a course suitable for the prevailing weather conditions. In light airs, it is often best to set a short course to 

be able to complete the race on time.  

Decide the number of appropriate laps for each race; remember courses can be shortened not lengthened, so 

best to allow an extra lap or two 

Define the start line; it should be at roughly 90 degrees to the prevailing wind, with a port tack bias if possible. 

Define each mark. The first leg of the race should be a beat (dead upwind if possible) and the rounding of the 

first mark should be left to port if practical 

Define the finish. The course should include a leg that crosses the finish line in front of the club house to 

facilitate record keeping 

When possible, ensure that no one point of sail predominates 

Display the course on the board, at least 20 minutes before the start of the race 

Sketch the course on the starter’s board indicating the start and finish lines 

List the buoys in sequence indicating the side on which they are to be left. Write-up the number of laps. 
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The course can be varied between races, for example due to a major wind direction change. However, if 

running back to back races, it is difficult to inform competitors of a new course, so this should be avoided. 

 

3.3 SETTING START AND FINISH LINES 

A key aspect of the race is setting the start and finish lines.  

The finish is almost always from the club house to either the marker on the island (short finish) or the out of 

distance marker in front of the clubhouse (long finish). This allows the boats to be readily observed from the 

clubhouse as they cross the finish line. In particular, sail numbers can be easily recorded to note race positions.  

For practical purposes, it is easiest to use the short or long finish lines as the start line. This is because the 

start can be managed by the flags on the main flag poles in front of the club house. However, the most 

important aspect of the start line is that it needs to be set roughly normal to the wind direction. Thus it may 

not be possible to use the short or long finishes as the start line.  

Another shore-start option is to use the portable flag staff at another location on the shore and position the 

start line between there and a buoy, such as the eastern end of the beach to buoy 8.  

The alternative is to setting a water-based start between the Committee boat and a buoy. This allows great 

flexibility as the Committee boat can be located in almost any position to ensure the start line is normal to the 

wind.  The Committee boat may even be moved before the start if the wind changes. 

3.4 DISPLAYING THE APPROPRIATE FLAGS 

Ensure that the correct class flags are ready for use. Normally all boats start together as a general handicap. 

The flag required are the General Handicap flag, the Preparatory Flag P. However, occasionally there are 

sufficient boats in one or more classes to hold class starts (see details below). 

Check that the flags run smoothly up and down. 

Ensure that all AOD’s are aware of their responsibilities and the correct order of actions for the starting 

sequence, including sounding the horn, recording times. Ensure that the advertised start time is correctly 

adhered to. 

3.5 POSTPONING A START 

Typical reasons for postponement are: 

Hazardous weather conditions – likely to cause concern over safety of the competitors 

A significant change in wind direction, requiring the setting of a new course or start line 

Lack of wind, such that boats are unable to make way 

A number of competitors are unable to make the start-line in time (due to adverse weather conditions etc.) 
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It is a matter of the OOD’s judgment as to whether races should be postponed or not. If any doubt, refer the 

matter to Race Committee. 

The Answering Pennant (AP)  is raised with 2 blasts of the air horn and (optionally) an 

announcement anytime up to the start of the race 

All other flags are lowered 

When ready to continue, “AP” is lowered with 1 blast 

One minute later, the appropriate class flag is raised with 1 blast to indicate the five-minute start sequence. 

3.6 ABANDONING A RACE 

Abandon a race by hoisting Flag “N”  with 3 blasts 

Lower all other signals 

Sailors sail at their own risk, however if you, the OOD, should feel it’s unsafe to sail or not be able to provide 

adequate safety cover then abandon the race. Remember the OOD is responsible for the safety on the water.  

4 THE RACE 

4.1 STARTING A RACE 

At five minutes before the start time, hoist the general handicap flag  or class flag (see section 

B) with 1 blast 

At four minutes before the start time, hoist flag “P” (Preparatory)  with 1 blast 

At one minute before the start time, lower flag “P” with 1 blast 

At the start time lower the general handicap or class flag with 1 blast.  

Check that all boats have started correctly. If not, initiate recall procedure 

 

Flag Position 

(Sound) 

Title Minutes before 

start 

Comments 

“Class” Hoisted Warning  This is the only five-minute 

warning in a sequence of more 
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(1 Blast) 5 than one start 

“P” or “I” or “Z” 

or “Black” 

Hoisted 

(1 Blast) 

Preparatory  

4 

Preparatory flag used will 

depend on the starting penalty 

system adopted by the OOD 

“P” or “I” or “Z” 

or “Black” 

Lowered 

(1 Long 

Blast) 

Preparatory  

1 

 

“Class” Lowered 

(1 Blast) 

Start  

0 

Lowered simultaneously with 

hoisting of the next class flags if 

more than one start is required 

(see below) 

4.2 RECALLS 

If one or more boats are over the line at the start of the race, flag “X”           is raised with one blast 

The OOD should make a note of the offending boat(s) and if possible inform the helmsman with the loud 

hailer, asking him/her to restart 

If the offending helmsman does not restart properly and does not retire, they should be disqualified from the 

race 

Once all premature starters have recrossed the start line or been disqualified, Flag “X”           is lowered 

If the OOD cannot see a clear start line and cannot identify all offending boats, or the start is mis-timed, a 

general recall is signalled by hoisting flag “1st Substitute”  with two blasts (making 3 including the 

starting signal) 

The race should be restarted with flag “P” being hoisted one minute after the removal of flag “1st Substitute”. 

The starts for any succeeding classes shall follow the new start 

4.3 STARTING PENALTIES 

The OOD may impose starting penalties using the following flags before or with the appropriate class signal 

 Flag “I” Any boat on the course side (OCS) at the start of the race shall sail to the pre-start side of 

the line around either end before starting 

 Flag “Z” Any boat OCS at the start shall receive a 20% scoring penalty 
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 Black Flag Any boat OCS at the start shall be disqualified 

4.4 KEEPING RECORDS OF THE RACE 

Details of competing boats entered on the signing on sheet for the race should be transferred to the race 

record sheet as soon as possible after the start of the race. Add AOD/Safety Crew names and wind direction 

to results sheet 

If a competitor has forgotten to register, it is usual to include the boat in the results providing the helmsman 

subsequently confirms that he/she was racing 

Record the race position for each boat as it crosses the start/finish line on each lap 

Record lap times for Optimist/Topper class for the 1(or more) lap junior series 

 

 

4.5 SHORTENING THE COURSE 

The OOD may wish to shorten the course. For example if the wind drops, the boats may not be able to 

complete the number of laps within the allotted time (normally one hour). 

If the course is to be shortened for the race, flag “S”  is raised with 2 blasts, normally as the leading boat 

is approaching the last leg (for the lap) of the course, e.g. rounding the last buoy. 

The leading boat and following boats on the same lap are then finished as they cross the line 

Boats that have been lapped can be finished as they cross the line behind the leader. A record should be made 

of the difference in laps completed and the appropriate adjustments applied to the results calculations 

4.6 FINISHING THE RACE 

Either the short or long finish or on the water with the committee boat should be used to finish the race. 

A boat has finished when it has completed the correct number of laps (subject to the course being shortened) 

and any part of its hull or equipment crosses the finishing line from the direction of the last mark 

Ensure that at least one member of the team has an air horn and gives one blast to finish the boats and advise 

the recorder of the sail number 

The race recorder should note the time each boat finished and enter the figure on the record sheet in hours, 

minutes, and seconds using the 24 hour notation. 

4.7 POST RACE 
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Once the actual finishing times have been recorded on the race record sheet, the corrected times need to be 

calculated. 

The time elapsed by each competitor needs to be calculated (in seconds) by subtracting the class starting time 

from the recorded finish time for each boat 

Once the elapsed time has been established, the Portsmouth Yardstick Rating (PYR) adjustment needs to be 

applied to each figure either by calculator or PYR Tables (elapsed time X 1000/PYR) 

The results sheets and sign on sheets for each race should be left in the results folder for the Results Officer 

To make this easier the club has installed Sailwave on the computer in the club house. A separate guide is 

provided to use this software to complete the race results.  Sailwave has the complete database of members, 

their boats, sail numbers and PYR.   

Finally, any penalties or protests incurred by competitors will be calculated (once settled through due process) 

and recorded by the Results Officer as well as series points and positions. 

If a boat protests, the OOD must present the helmsman with a protest form for completion 

When the form is returned to the OOD, he/she should hand it to a member of the race committee and ask 

for a protest committee hearing to be arranged 

The OOD may subsequently be asked to provide his/her observations of the incident if the protest committee 

deem it necessary. 

4.8 RECREATIONAL SAILING 

Whilst the majority of effort may need to be put into the racing, it is important to recognize that recreational 

sailing must have equal attention. The OOD is responsible for the safety all members and visitors on site. The 

safety boat crew should look out for recreational sailors needing help as much as racing sailors.   

The OOD is also representing the Club. There may also be visitors seeking information about the club or 

training options. It is a good idea to check that information sheets and membership forms are available. This 

activity can be delegated to an AOD at busy times. 

Members, especially new members may also have questions about the club house, compound or boat house. 

Don’t forget the rules of the club are on the notice board in the main club house room and information on the 

committee is displayed in the entrance hall. 

4.9 THE END OF THE DAY 

Ensure all equipment is put away, especially the safety boats, any rubbish clearance/washing up required is dealt 

with, all facilities are left tidy and securely locked including the main gate if necessary. If members are still on 

site, such as working on their boat, once sailing has finish, check that they are willing to take responsibility for 

locking-up. 
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5 AN AIDE MEMOIR 

5.1 BEFORE THE RACE 

Obtain a local weather forecast and make a decision whether it’s ‘safe to sail’ and your AOD’s will be able to 

cope with prevailing conditions 

Ensure the Safety Boat helm(s)/ AODs listed on the duty roster will attend for duty 

Make adequate preparation for a duty period 

Ensure the clubhouse, boat house, boat-park etc. are accessible and that the safety boat(s) are launched and in 

working order 

Brief the Safety boat skipper/crew and the onshore AODs on their duties 

Set a course and decide the number of appropriate laps for each race 

Pre-Start Race Control 

Displaying the course on the board 

Setting a starting line either a) Water Based or b) Shore Based 

Displaying the appropriate flags 

Preparations for the starting sequence 

Postponing a start 

Abandoning a race 

Starting a race – single fleet 

Starting a race – two or more fleets 

Recalls 

Starting Penalties 

During a race 

Keeping the race record sheets 

Shortening the course – for the whole race 

Shortening the course – for one class only 

Finishing the race correctly 

Post Race 
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Presenting the results in the correct manner 

Recording any protests in the correct manner 

Organise and run recreational sailing session ensuring proper safety cover is maintained for 

supervised/unsupervised recreational sailing if scheduled in the sailing programme 

Ensure all equipment is put away (including moveable buoys) any rubbish clearance/washing up required is dealt 

with, all facilities are left tidy and securely locked including the main gate if necessary 
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6 CURRENT SAILING INSTRUCTIONS 

6.1 RULES 

All races will be sailed under the International Sailing Federation (ISAF) 2005-2008 Racing Rules of Sailing 

(RRS) and RYA prescriptions, except as amended by these sailing instructions. 

6.2 ENTRIES 

Helmsman shall print their name clearly on the signing-on sheet before their preparatory signal. The OOD 

may accept an entry from a helmsman who has not done so, providing that he otherwise starts correct and 

specifically asks the OOD to be included in the result. Juniors sailing the 1 Lap Series must sign the special 

consent form. 

IMPORTANT: The helmsman or crew must sign off with 20 minutes of finishing. They will be deemed to have signed a 

declaration of compliance with the Rules. Failure to sign off may incur retirement points. 

6.3 NOTICE TO COMPETITORS 

Notice to competitors will be displayed on the starter’s board located inside the club house and may be 

clarified by means of a hail. 

6.4 CHANGES IN SAILING INSTRUCTIONS 

Any temporary change to the Sailing Instructions will be posted at least 30 minutes before the start of the race 

affected on the starter’s board located inside the clubhouse. Any permanent changes to these Sailing 

Instructions will be posted on the clubhouse notice board at least 7 days prior to effective date of the 

change(s). 

6.5 SIGNALS MADE ASHORE 

Signals made ashore will be displayed above the OOD’s box located between the clubhouse and the lake 

Postponement: Flag “AP” will be raised with two blasts to signal a postponement. When racing is to continue, 

Flag “AP” will be lowered with one blast 1 minute before the appropriate Class Flag is raised 

6.6 SCHEDULE OF RACES 

The schedules of races (on the Sailing Programme) and series qualification requirements are posted on the 

clubhouse notice board. 

6.7 CLASS FLAGS 

The Class Flags will be as shown in Table 1 
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Fleet Flags 

Optimist Main Fleet 

 

Flag “O” 

Optimist Regatta Fleet 

 

Flag “R” 

Topper 

 

Flag “T” 

Laser 

 

Flag “U” 

Mirror 
 

Flag “4” 

Solo 
 

Flag “1” 

Fast Handicap 
 

Flag “3” 

Slow Handicap 

 

Flag “A” 

General Handicap 
 

Flag “2” 

 

Table 1:Table of Dorchester SC Class Flags 
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6.8 RACING AREA 

The racing area is shown on the course white board located in the clubhouse and will indicate any areas of the 

lake that a restricted for the race.  

Sailors are reminded that some areas of the lake are shallow and some areas contain obstructions.  If no 

restrictions are indicated on the course blackboard sailors may use any part of the lake that deem suitable. 

6.9 THE COURSE 

Instructions on the course, its start and finish lines, special marks, etc. will be displayed on the starter’s board 

located inside the clubhouse at least 20 minutes before the start of the race 

6.10 STARTING AND FINISHING LINES 

The start and finish lines for each race will be displayed on the starter’s board. The lines typically used are: 

 Long and Short Club Lines: These are lines from the flagpole through the staffs on the bank 

opposite the clubhouse, with the length of the lines indicated by the Outer Distance Mark (ODM). 

 Water Based Starts: These are lines through a buoy as an ODM and the mast of the Committee 

Boat which will display an Orange Flag. An Inner Distance Mark (IDM) may be used at the discretion 

of the OOD. 

 Other Starts: Other start-lines may be prescribed by the OOD to suit the prevailing conditions. 

 Juniors sailing the 1 Lap Series will get a hoot after 1 Lap, no signal flags flown. 

6.11 THE START 

Starting signals for mixed class racing will be as follows. 

Flag Position 

(Sound) 

Title Minutes before 

start 

Comments 

“Class” 

(normally the 

general handicap 

flag) 

Hoisted 

(1 Blast) 

Warning 5 This is the only five-

minute warning in a 

sequence of more than 

one start 

“P” or “I” or “Z” 

or “Black” 

Hoisted 

(1 Blast) 

Preparatory 4 Preparatory flag used will 

depend on the starting 

penalty system adopted 

by the OOD 
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“P” or “I” or “Z” 

or “Black” 

Lowered 

(1 Blast) 

Preparatory 1  

“Class” Lowered 

(1 Blast) 

Start 0 Lowered simultaneously 

with hoisting of the next 

class and preparatory 

flags if more than one 

start is required (see 

below) 

PLESE NOTE: Where there is a sequence of starts of different classes of boats, later starters must keep clear of the 

start line until their 5-minute signal has been given or risk disqualification. 

6.12 CHANGE OF COURSE AFTER START 

A change of course after the start will be signalled before the leading boat has begun the leg, although the new 

mark may not then be in position. Any mark to be rounded after rounding the new mark may be relocated to 

maintain the original course configuration. When in a subsequent change of course a new mark is replaced, it 

will be replaced with an original mark. 

6.13 TIME LIMIT 

A race will be cancelled if the leading boat does not cross the finish line within 2 hours of starting. In addition, 

a class race shall be deemed finished 20 minutes after the leading boat crosses the line; boats finishing after this 

shall be deemed to have retired. In a General Handicap race, boats still racing after a time which exceeds the 

corrected time of the first boat to finish plus 20 minutes, after the correction of the PYR of the slower boat, 

will be deemed to have retired. 

6.14 PROTESTS 

Protests shall be written on forms available from the OOD and returned within 30 minutes of the last boat’s 

finish of the race. 

6.15 SCORING 

The Low Point scoring system, rule A2, will apply. For the number of races in a series and the qualifying 

requirements, please see the notice  board inside the clubhouse 

6.16 SHORTENING THE COURSE 

Shortening course shall be in accordance with the RRS except that the Shorten Course flag shall be displayed 

shortly before the first boat rounds a mark. To finish, the boats will proceed from this mark, taking a proper 

course to the Finish Line designated on the course board. 
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The OOD may choose to shorten the course further for Slow Handicap boats and this shortening will be 

conducted simultaneously with Shortening for the rest of the fleet. To indicate this, the “Class Flag” or 

“Numeral 2” will be flown below the “S” Flag. If single start general handicap then the OOD will calculate the 

results by factoring up the number of laps sailed by the Slow Handicap boats to the number of laps sailed by 

the rest of the fleet.. If the start was made from a position other than the Finish Line, the OOD will be 

responsible for ensuring that the factoring is made realistic so as not to distort the results. This may be 

accomplished by recording the average time taken by the Slow handicap boats to complete the leg from the 

start to the finish line and then deducting it, calculating the total lap time for the required number of laps and 

adding the time taken for the leg from the Start to the Finish Line to the total elapsed time. 

6.17 CALCULATING RESULTS 

Enter the following information on the Results Sheet: 

 Type of Race  Either  General/Fast/Slow Handicap or Class 

 Officer of the Day Your name 

 AOD’s/Safety Crew Important, for checking the duty roster attendance 

 Wind Direction  Note wind direction 

 Date   Day, Month, Year 

 Start Time  Race start time Hours, Minutes and Seconds 

For each participant enter the following: 

 Sail No   Taken from the ‘Signing on Sheet’ as boat passes through  

the line on the 1st lap 

 Class   State Class, Laser, Solo etc 

 Helmsman   Helmsmans name and crew if applicable 

 Position on each lap Record the boats position in fleet on each lap, if you  

lose track then just tick 

 PYR   PYR from signing on sheet 

 Time Finished (TF) Record actual time finished in Hours, Minutes and Seconds 

Now work out the Elapsed Time in seconds (ET).  

For example a finish time of 12:29:35 and a start time of 11.30: 

 30 minutes to 12:00hrs plus the 29 minutes = 59 minutes 

 Convert to seconds, 59 mins x 60 = 3540 seconds 

 Add the remaining 35 seconds to 3540 = 3575 seconds 

Time Corrected (CT): To work corrected time using the standard formulae: 

CT = ET * 1000 / PYR 

For example a Laser, PYR = 1079 finishing at 12:29:35 having started at 11:30.  

His elapsed time (ET) is 3575 seconds.  
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His corrected time is: 

CT = 3575 *1000 / 1079 = 3313.25301 ~= 3313 

Position: Once corrected times are done, sort into ascending order 
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APPENDIX I: MAP OF DORCHESTER LAGOON 

 

Dorchester Lagoon showing the racing marks 
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APPENDIX II: SOME SUGGESTED COURSES 

In each of these courses the following have been considered: 

 Position of start line – long enough and in open water 

 First leg to be the longest beat 

 Windward mark to be rounded to port. 

 The use of long legs where possible 

 Avoiding known shallows and obstructions 

 Keeping the number of crossing to a minimum 

 No particular point of sail dominates 

The OOD should feel able to set a course he believes provides safe and fair sailing. 
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WIND FROM THE SOUTH WEST 

Dorchester Lagoon – Course 1

7

5

4

North

South Westerly

8

1

2

Start Line

6

3

Start: 8-CB

LF

1 (P)

2 (P)

5 (S)

3 (S)

6 (S)

8 (P)

10 Laps
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WIND FROM THE SOUTH EAST 

Dorchester Lagoon – Course 2

7

5

4

North

South Easterly

8

1

2

3

Start: 1-CB

3 (P)

4 (P)

6 (S)

8 (P)

LF

1 (P)

10 Laps

Start Line

6
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WIND FROM THE NORTH WEST 

Dorchester Lagoon – Course 3

7

5

4

North

North Westerly

8

1

2

3

Start: 3-CB

6 (S)

8 (P)

LF

1 (P)

3 (P)

4 (S)

10 Laps

Start Line

6
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WIND FROM THE NORTH EAST 

Dorchester Lagoon – Course 4

7

5

4

North

North Easterly

8

1

3

Start: 2-CB

6 (S)

8 (P)

LF

1 (P)

3 (P)

5 (P)

2 (S)

10 Laps

6

2

Start Line

 


